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Details of Visit:

Author: Debaser
Location 2: Anerley
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 24 Jul 2010 12:00
Duration of Visit: +40 mins
Amount Paid: 70
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Debbies Massage
Website: http://www.debbiesmassage.net
Phone: 02086760043

The Premises:

Debbie's is quite conveniently located a couple of minutes walk away from Anerley railway station or
a very short (around 5-10 mins) bus journey from Crystal Palace. Although the front entrance to
Debbie's establishment is on something of a main road/street it is fairly discreet and safe as I was
unsure of where it was until welcomed inside.

The Lady:

Nina is a blonde (although maybe of the bottle variety) Czech lady who although speaks perfect
English still maintains a sexy hint of her Czech accent. Age between late 20's to early 30's, and has
an attractive face with a nice, shapely body.

The Story:

This was not only my first visit to Debbie's, but my first time visiting a parlour at all.

I was directed to Debbie's and greeted by a very polite and friendly receptionist/maid with whom I
had a light conversation with before meeting the lovely Nina. Shown into Nina's room while she
wore quite sexy red/black lingerie I was offered a selection of refreshments which I politely declined
and received what I believe to be a charming East European greeting of a kiss on each cheek
before Nina began telling me the services she offers and according fees. Also, there is porn readily
available on the television set in the room in addition to some porno magazines.

I went for the House Special option and after she collected the money I was promptly stripped by
Nina and lead into the rather nice bathroom area for a steamy shared shower including plenty of
mutual lathering, caressing and french kissing. Upon re-entering her room Nina offered a massage
which I accepted even though I've never received one before. Applying oil she began a sensual full
body massage (front and back), eventually I suggested moving onto oral (which is always with a
condom).

Her oral technique is fantastic even though covered (OW) and she is a passionate kisser (FK)
making for a very enjoyable, raunchy girlfriend experience (GFE). We switched from cowgirl, doggy-
style, missionary and then back to finishing in cowgirl with her riding me furiously as if possessed by
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hellfire itself. During Nina seemed very enthusiastic even noticed her watching us in the large
mirror(s) on the other side of the room, which was nice.

Nina is not a clockwatcher and there was no hurry to rush me out or maid knocking to let us know
when time was up further enhancing the session. Post "event" I could hardly muster the strength to
do anything and we actually laid-back cuddling while having a rather interesting and somewhat in
depth conversation.

Overall, Nina is a playful, delightfully cheeky, lovely lady whom seems to really enjoy the work she
does, the premise is clean and tidy as well as easily located and the receptionist/maid quite friendly,
much recommended and I shall definitely return. 
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